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The Multi-Purpose building has been proposed as a building envelope 
for Educational Uses, which is envisaged to include:

 >  Contemporary Learning Spaces

 >  Accessible School Library and Hub

 >  Multi-Purpose Meeting Spaces

 >  Early Learning Centre (45 place)

 >  Landscaped campus podium 

Key Design Issues 

Replaces redundant, outmoded classroom blocks and; 

 > Provides a broad floor plate designed to maximise high quality 
contemporary learning spaces to meet the future educational needs 
of the school

 > Building form is consolidated within the overall form of the existing 
group of buildings so there is no additional impact on;

• Bulk and scale

• Views of the city skyline from neighbouring properties

• Overshadowing of neighbouring properties

 > Building design responds to the Bourke Street context and urban 
grain

Multi-Purpose Building - Building Form Addressing Bourke Street
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Masterplan GFA Summary
 > Main Campus Site Area = 13,676.2m2

 > Allowable GFA = 17,729.3m2

 > Proposed GFA = 17,268.0m2

The proposed Masterplan complies with the FSR and allowable GFA for the site.

The 2040 Masterplan aims to provide the best opportunity for high quality educational 
space within the permissible FSR and GFA for the site, whilst responding positively to 
the surrounding urban context and without adversely impacting on neighbours.  This is a 
fundamental component of the school’s brief.
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 > Clause 42 of the Education SEPP allows for the granting of consent for a state 
significant school development even though the development would contravene a 
development standard imposed by an environmental planning instrument, as the 
NSW Government has recognised that schools are critical social infrastructure of 
state significance that must be provided with flexibility to accommodate the built form 
requirements of schools where necessary - provided there are sufficient environmental 
planning grounds to support it. Space is extremely limited on this site and to achieve the 
floor space requirements that are commensurate with the existing buildings capacity, it 
is necessary to exceed the height limit similar to the existing buildings on site. However, 
with a much improved response to Bourke Street, compliance with the height standard 
would not deliver much needed education and learning facilities with large floorplates 
to meet the future school needs. In addition, the proposal will not have any significant 
amenity impacts to surrounding residents and meets the design quality principles of 
Schedule 4 of the Education SEPP.  Further, the proposed built form is appropriate, 
as the area is characterised by buildings of varied building heights and forms, many of 
which exceed the overall height of the proposed building.

Purpose of the Masterplan Proposal
 > SCEGGS Darlinghurst delivers a high standard of education to its students, however it is 

constrained on a tight inner city site and includes some outdated facilities that are now 
undersized and inadequate.

 > One of the main purposes of the Masterplan 2040 is to seek planning approval for a 
Building Envelope accommodating Educational Uses and that allows the school to 
consolidate inadequate facilities and maximise their use of the site for greatly improved 
learning facilities over the next 20 years.

Proposed Function and Building Envelope
 > The Multi-Purpose Building is proposed as a Building Envelope to accommodate 

educational uses and a new child care facility. Whilst specific uses have not been fully 
determined, they could include general learning spaces, classrooms, meeting rooms, as 
well as a child care and library, which spatial requirements demand large floor plates on 
a single level.

 > Specific uses will be determined to suit the schools future learning needs as they 
develop over the next 20 years and will be outlined in a future detailed Development 
Application.

 > The floor area has been maximised within the permissible FSR for the site to avoid 
limiting the opportunities for the future detailed design of educational facilities that meet 
with the school requirements at that time. The site for the Multi-Purpose Building is one 
of the few remaining sites on the school’s campus that allows for wide building floor 
plates, providing the opportunity for flexible educational space, double height tiered 
learning areas and other larger educational facilities.

 > 1950m2 of floor area has been created by excavation in rock, representing 34% of the 
proposed GFA

 > The envelope for the Multi-Purpose Building has been determined based on Urban 
Design Principles and to minimise Environmental Impacts to surrounding residents and 
the streetscape
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Submitted Amendments - Response to Submissions
Multi-Purpose Building

View from South - Submitted DA EnvelopeView from South - Existing Envelope View from South - Revised Design Envelope - CURRENT

Resolution of the Building Envelope
 > The original proposal for the Multi-Purpose Building submitted for State Significant 

Development (SSD) Approval proposed a taller building, with an additional level. The 
additional level was located close to Forbes Street and was within the 15m height 
limit.

 > The additional level and proposed envelope had an impact on views, privacy and 
overshadowing to neighbours.

 > In response to the built form and consequential amenity issues raised by the community, 
SCEGGS Darlinghurst proposed significant design changes to the proposed Multi-
Purpose Building envelope in order to address all built form and residential amenity 
issues (views, overshadowing, visual impact).

 > To mitigate issues related to loss of views, overshadowing, bulk and scale, the building 
envelope was modified to fit generally within the overall form of the existing buildings to 
mitigate any impacts on neighbouring properties.

 > While the permitted 15m height limit allowed the school to propose a taller building, 
the school elected to lower the building adjacent to their neighbours in Thomson 
Street, reduce the scale and height of the building envelope fronting Bourke Street and 
increase upper level setbacks. 

 > In order to partly offset this loss of floor area (which provides a positive urban design 
outcome) and using the principle of working within the existing building envelopes, 
the new building envelope is proposed to generally fit within the building envelope of 
the existing Science and Library buildings, allowing the school to retain their required 
briefed floor area and resulting in no additional built environment or residential amenity 
impact.

View from No.32 Thomson Street
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Submitted Amendments - Response to Submissions
Multi-Purpose Building

NSW Nominated Architects: Alex Kibble 6015Robert Denton 5782

SCEGGS DARLINGHURST MASTERPLAN
160441
07/10/196010

3D HEIGHT - S NORTH WEST

NSW Nominated Architects: Alex Kibble 6015Robert Denton 5782

SCEGGS DARLINGHURST MASTERPLAN
160441
07/10/196009

3D HEIGHT - P NORTH WEST

View from Northwest - Submitted DA EnvelopeView from Northwest - Existing Envelope View from Northwest - Revised Design Envelope - CURRENTNSW Nominated Architects: Alex Kibble 6015Robert Denton 5782

SCEGGS DARLINGHURST MASTERPLAN
160441
07/10/196008

3D HEIGHT - E NORTH WEST

Relationship to the LEP Height Plane
 > The existing Library and Science buildings present a sheer 6 storey height to Bourke 

Street, which is angled against the urban grain and only setback 2.4m from the street 
boundary.

 > The proposed building envelope provides a 2 storey street wall to reflect the prevailing 
2-3 storey Bourke Street streetscape character and match adjacent existing terraces.

 > Level 3 above the street wall is setback 4m with no protrusions beyond the ridgeline of 
the existing adjacent terraces

 > Only part of Level 5 is located above the 15m height limit. However, it sits within and 
3.06 meters below the envelope of the existing Library and Science Buildings, resulting 
in no additional visual impact, and importantly will promote the sharing of views with 
similar or improved impacts on views towards Sydney Harbour and CBD from adjacent 
properties to the Multi-Purpose Building. 

 > The exceedance of the height limit within this location has allowed the school to reduce 
the building height in other areas in order to reduce views loss, bulk and scale to 
neighbours, and resulting in better urban design outcomes.

 > A reduction of the floor area to fully comply with the LEP height plane would significantly 
impact the efficiency of the plan at these levels and greatly reduce the opportunities for 
the design of contemporary learning spaces.

 > The non compliance relates largely to the significant change in levels across the site. If 
the measurement of the control were taken at the highest point of the existing ground 
level of the building or from the average site ground level, the development would 
comply. Notwithstanding the proposal does not propose building heights that are 
inconsistent with the character of Darlinghurst.

 > The floor area proposed is below the maximum FSR permitted for the site and therefore 
represents a scale and intensity of development that has been planned for the site and 
this locality.
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Multi-Purpose Building

Relationship to the LEP Height Plane

Existing Building Envelope 
shown dashed in red

Proposed Level 4 & 5 
setback 8m from Bourke 
Street

Proposed Level 3 setback 
4m from Bourke Street

Existing 6 storey Science 
Building setback 2.4m 
from Bourke Street
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Level 4 External 
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Level 3 External 
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NSW Nominated Architects: Alex Kibble 6015Robert Denton 5782
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Multi-Purpose Building

Relationship to the LEP Height Plane

Existing Building Envelope 
shown dashed in red

Proposed Level 4 & 5 
setback 8m from Bourke 
Street

Proposed Level 5 over 
15m Height Plane

Proposed Level 3 setback 
4m from Bourke Street

Existing 6 storey Science 
Building setback 2.4m 
from Bourke Street

4m
8m

View from Northwest - Revised Design Envelope - CURRENT
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Multi-Purpose Building

Although part of Level 5 is 
over the 15m LEP height 
plane, the proposed Non 
conforming envelope is 
setback further than the 
existing building envelope 
to the street to mitigate 
any adverse impacts to 
the streetscape, local 
character and residents.

Proposed envelope over 
the 15m LEP height 
plane at the worst case 
scenario. 

Existing envelope over the 
15m LEP height plane at 
the worst case scenario. 

Proposed Building 
Envelope generally sits 
within 15m above the 
averaged site ground level

Relationship to the LEP Height Plane

Proposed Section at Bourke Street
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Multi-Purpose Building

Bourke Street Urban Response

 > The street frontage could be designed to the 15m LEP 
height limit (3 storey DCP street wall) but instead has 
been designed in response to the existing Bourke Street 
Terraces and urban context.

 > A two-storey form is proposed on Bourke Street that 
relates to the form of the terrace houses to the north.  
The two-storey form continues the street wall by building 
up to and aligning to the street and relates to terraces 
in terms of height of parapet, proportion of fenestration 
and materials.  

 > Upper levels of the building are terraced and stepped 
away from the street frontage by 4m at Level 3, 8m at 
Levels 4 & 5 and 27.7m at Level 6.

 > A narrow recess in the facade acknowledges the 
junction between the Bourke Street terraces and the 
new building.

 > The upper terraced levels are to be designed as light 
weight pavilions, with subtle divisions created by fine 
detailed sunshades and mullions at regular spacing 
using a limited palette of materials with muted colour 
tones.  Planting on the terraces, designed to overhang 
the edge of the building further softens the terrace 
parapets.
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Multi-Purpose Building

The proposed envelope has an improved 
relationship to the adjacent Bourke Street 
Terraces and Primary School street facing 
element to the existing buildings

The proposed envelope has 
an improved relationship to 
the adjacent Primary School 
building to the existing buildings

The proposed envelope has 
an improved relationship to 
the Thomson Street Terraces 
to the existing buildings

Multi-Purpose Building

Responsive Urban Design

 > The design for the Multi-Purpose Building has been reviewed by the NSW Department 
of Planning and the Government Architect a number of times and the NSW Department 
of Planning has recommended approval. 

 > It should be noted that the original State Significant Development (SSD) received a 
total of 50 -70 submissions objecting to the design of the Multi-Purpose Building.  
Following the proposed design changes provided in the Response to Submissions 
(RTS) the Department of Planning received no objections in relation to the Multi-Purpose 
Building.

 > The City of Sydney Council acknowledged the RTS and was supportive of the 
reductions to the building envelope fronting Bourke Street, including amendments that 
were made to the envelope so that the street wall height matches the adjacent terraces, 
an increased setback to the level above (Level 3) so it does not protrude beyond the 
ridge line of the terraces, and the 1m recess to the Bourke Street terrace interface.

Existing - View looking North along Bourke Street Proposed - View looking North along Bourke Street
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Existing Photo  - Bourke Street (looking north) Proposed - Bourke Street Artist Impression (looking north) 

Multi-Purpose Building

Bourke Street Context
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Multi-Purpose Building

The proposed envelope generally provides a reduced 
bulk and scale to the existing building envelope and 
improves the interface with Bourke Street

Bourke Street Context
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Existing Photo  - Bourke Street (looking east) Proposed - Bourke Street Artist Impression (looking east)

Bourke Street Context
Multi-Purpose Building
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Multi-Purpose Building

The proposed envelope generally provides a reduced 
bulk and scale than the existing building envelope and 
improves the interface with Bourke Street

Bourke Street Context
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Administration Building - Built Form Relationship to Adjacent Buildings

The Administration Building has been proposed as a building envelope 
for administration functions supporting the School’s operations, which 
is envisaged to include: 

 > Revitalised School Entry 

 >  Main Reception 

 >  Consolidated Administrative and Staff Facilities 

 >  Restoration and Reconstruction of Barham

Key Design Issues

 > Replaces redundant and ad hoc additions to the building that are 
in poor condition

 > Provides a welcoming, accessible and secure entry to the school 
campus

 > Creates a purpose-built Administration Building

 > Full restoration of the original Barham, restoring its prominence at 
the heart of the campus

 > The new additions

• Retain the dominance of the Chapel building on Forbes 
Street

• Improve the view of the original Barham building from Forbes 
Street
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Administration Building

Administration Building

 > The proposed Administration Building consolidates administration facilities into a 
purpose designed building, which has been designed to replace the 1900 -1930s 
unsympathetic ad hoc additions to Barham and the Chapel Building.

 > The proposal includes conservation works to Barham, including the refurbishment and 
reconstruction of Barham and the upgrade of the surrounding landscaping, providing a 
greatly improved and welcoming entry to the school campus.

Forbes Street Urban Design Response
 > The new Administration Building has been designed as a contemporary building 

providing an enhanced presentation of the SCEGGS Darlinghurst campus to Forbes 
Street.

 > The design has been carefully considered to sit sympathetically adjacent to the Chapel 
Building. The parapet of the new building has been aligned to the eaves level of the 
Chapel Building, maintaining it as the dominant heritage feature.

 > The design retains the current views of Barham as viewed from Forbes Street.

 > The facade of the new building will comprise of high-quality materials and detailing that 
will complement the surrounding buildings and provide a positive contribution to the 
streetscape and local context.
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Administration Building

Barham Conservation Works

 > The proposed Administration Building addition has been designed with a recessive 
link connection to Barham, providing a clear separation between the new and restored 
building.

 > The proposal includes the removal of a series of ad hoc additions to south-west of 
Barham allowing a full reconstruction of three sides of Barham, enhancing its elevated 
presence adjacent to the Central Lawn and its status generally, at the symbolic heart of 
the campus.

 > The removal of the additions also allows for a strong connection from the front gate 
down to the Central Lawn and the main circulation spine of the school which will 
improve the entry experience and wayfinding.

 > The proposed conservation works to Barham and the removal of a century of ad 
hoc accretions is a positive heritage outcome, allowing for the reconstruction of 
this exceptionally significant historic building to its original form within an enhanced 
setting. 

Proposed Administration Building envelope visible 
adjacent to Barham
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Administration Building

Responsive Urban Design 

 > The proposed works consolidate the schools administration facilities, reinstates Barham 
as the primary heritage asset and creates a welcoming landscaped school entry.

 > The design for the Administration Building has been reviewed by the Government 
Architect a number of times and the NSW Department of Planning has recommended 
approval.

Sandstone and blade 
elements, provide a high 
quality material at the entry to 
the school and consistency 
with Wilkinson House. 

The ground floor and upper 
levels include large areas of 
glass to provide a welcoming 
entry and activation of the 
street.

Revitalisation of the ‘Green 
Gate’ forms a defined and 
welcoming main pedestrian 
entrance to the School 
Campus that creates a visual 
link between the entry and 
the heart of the school. 

Reinvigorated landscaping to 
the Forbes Street entrance 
and curtilage provides an 
improved, high quality urban 
streetscape response
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Wilkinson House - Stage 1 - Contribution to the Conservation Area

Wilkinson House is proposed as a detailed Stage 1 Development 
Application for a new educational building containing:
 

 > Contemporary Learning Spaces

 > Multi-Purpose Fitness Area connected to existing Sports Hall

Key Design Issues

 > Replaces a 1920’s residential apartment building which is not 
compatible with contemporary learning requirements

 > Provides new high quality contemporary learning facilities with 
greatly improved educational outcomes

 > Is designed to respond positively to the street context, 
incorporating high quality materials relating to the sandstone 
precinct of St Peters Street and conservation area

 > A building with similar bulk and scale as the existing building
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Context: East Sydney Heritage Conservation Area
Wilkinson House

Wilkinson House is located within the East Sydney Heritage 
Conservation Area (C13), a large precinct extending over 
the western part of Darlinghurst. 

The precinct demonstrates several phases of historic 
development of the suburb from the mid-19th century 
to the inter-war period.  Its building stock comprises 
Victorian terraces, public buildings, commercial buildings, 
warehouses and inter-war flats interspersed with more 
recent development.

Wilkinson House is not individually identified as a heritage 
item but is included as part of the SCEGGS campus 
heritage listing in the City of Sydney’s LEP (Item I1301).   
Within its vicinity are a number of local heritage items. 

Extent of the East Sydney Heritage Conservation Area (C13).

Wilkinson House within the SCEGGS Campus and 
heritage items in its vicinity.
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Centenary Sports Hall
1998

Wilkinson House
1926

St Peter’s Rectory
1873

Upton Court
c1920s

Joan Freeman Science 
and Technology Centre 

2007

Horizon Building
1998

Former St Peters 
Church

1867

Context: Forbes Street
Wilkinson House

Wilkinson House is located at the north-eastern fringe of 
the East Sydney Heritage Conservation Area. Forbes Street 
is rated ‘B’ in the citation for the precinct - defined as a 
‘moderately intact streetscape of a key historical period of 
significance’.    

Buildings within the environs of Wilkinson House at the 
northern end of Forbes Street are diverse in character, 
scale, age and typology, unlike the more cohesive streets 
in Darlinghurst.  Within its immediate vicinity are:

 > Former St Peters Rectory, c1873

 > St Peters Church and Hall, c1867-1879

 > Upton Court flats, c1920s

 > The Horizon Building Complex, c1998

 > SCEGGS school buildings dating from the last thirty 
years 

The buildings are generally low in scale and are constructed 
in a range of materials including brick and stone with tiled 
or metal roofing.

Wilkinson House contributes to Forbes Street and the 
Heritage Conservation Area in the following ways:

 > It is historically representative of inter-war phase flat 
development of the suburb

 > Aesthetically, it is typical of the flats constructed in the 
1920s.

Former St Peters Hall
1870
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Streetscape Contribution
Wilkinson House

Heritage Development Guidelines 
(Extracted from the Heritage Impact Statement)

 > The new building is to be built to the street property boundaries at Forbes and St Peters 
Streets (as per the present building); and 

 > The new building is to be of a similar scale and mass to the demolished building, relating to 
its surroundings in material and design.

Design of the New Wilkinson House

The proposed building fulfils these principles and contributes to the streetscape and area 
through: 

 > A rich and textured facade and use of high quality materials which responds to its context 
and environment and contributes to the public domain 

 > A form which has been designed to complement the context and surrounding buildings, 
relating to their scale and proportion of architectural features 

 > The use of external brickwork and sandstone which visually relates to the adjacent school 
buildings and residential buildings on Forbes Street 

 > Its location, which is away from the significant buildings section of buildings in the School 
campus south of St Peters Street, and has sufficient physical separation from the significant 
buildings north of St Peters Street 

 > A proposed design which complements the identified heritage and character values of East 
Sydney Special Character and Conservation Area - this includes maintaining street views, 
reinforcing the predominant street height, setbacks and street alignments
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SCEGGS need for Contemporary Learning Space
Wilkinson House

Existing Ground Floor Plan Proposed Ground Floor Collaborative Learning Area

Existing Situation
 > SCEGGS lack adequately sized flexible Learning Spaces

 > Of 30 learning spaces in the Senior School Campus, 18 are less than the minimum 
60m2 

 > SCEGGS does not meet the minimum EFSG educational space requirements

 > SCEGGS learning spaces lack adequate access to natural light, ventilation and 
visual connections to the outside

 > SCEGGS learning spaces lack flexibility and are not inspirational

 > Wilkinson House learning spaces are undersized (41m2 to 57m2), poorly shaped and 
inefficient

 > Wilkinson House learning spaces allow for concealment and do not meet 
contemporary space requirements for child protection

 > Adapted in 2001 to meet the schools requirement for learning spaces, Wilkinson House 
is now completely inadequate to meet the schools contemporary learning needs

Proposed Design

Retaining the existing situation does not meet contemporary learning standards or 
meet the schools pedagogical requirements for learning.

SCEGGS require contemporary learning spaces that provide: 

 > Flexible and adaptable space for different and changing learning needs

 > Spaces that cater for different Modes of Learning – from Independent Study through 
to Collaborative Group Work and Presentations

 > Stimulating environment

 > High levels of natural light and ventilation

 > Visual connections to the outside
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Wilkinson House - Positive Redevelopment Outcomes
2040 Masterplan

Significant Educational Benefits
 > Schools are a critical social infrastructure which support the delivery of high-quality 

educational outcomes for children.

 > A high-quality educational environment can improve children’s opportunities for 
achieving better learning outcomes while at school, which in turn can enhance 
broader learning, health and employment outcomes later in their adult life.

 > Schools are a key driver for productivity, economic prosperity, and global 
competitiveness.

 > Both public and independent schools have an important role in delivering this critical 
social infrastructure.  

 > There is an ongoing shift in teaching methods in schools.  Teachers are using new, 
more flexible, approaches to delivering curricula. This extends to buildings and 
spaces for teaching, which are increasingly required to be modern, fit-for-purpose, 
flexible learning spaces for students.  Flexible, large and adaptable classroom 
spaces enabled for technology, collaboration and personalised learning experiences 
provide much better learning outcomes.

 > Schools are places of inspiration and new buildings can positively influence 
teaching and learning over decades. To achieve this, school buildings need to be 
able to accommodate evolution in teaching and learning.  Wilkinson House (which 
has being used by SCEGGS for 19 years for teaching purposes) is undermining 
high quality education outcomes for the school.  As the Options Analysis has 
demonstrated, the existing Wilkinson House cannot be adapted to provide modern, 
fit-for-purpose, large and flexible learning spaces for students.

 > The State Environmental Planning Policy (Educational Establishments and Child 
Care Facilities) 2017 was introduced as state-wide policy to streamline the planning 
requirements for schools in recognition of how vital school infrastructure is for NSW.  
The redevelopment of Wilkinson House is required to meet the essential educational 
need of SCEGGS for larger contemporary classrooms to cater for needs of the 
current and future community.  The proposed new purpose built educational building 
achieves a high quality design in accordance with Clause 35(6)(a) and the design 
quality principles set out in Schedule 4 of the Education SEPP.  It will contribute 
positively to the streetscape, deliver greater energy efficiency and contribute to 
healthy lifestyles for children.

Job Creation
 > The Concept Proposal is predicted to generate between 480-690 construction 

jobs. 

 > The Stage 1 works are fully funded and would create immediate jobs during the 
detailed design, documentation and tendering of the project.  

 > Building works would be ready to commence in early 2021 and predicted to 
generate 170-240 construction jobs. 

 > The Stage 1 works provides a significant opportunity to commence an economic 
stimulating project, which will initiate immediate job creation and provide significantly 
improved contemporary learning facilities onsite that would improve educational 
outcomes for future students.
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Architectural Language and Materials
2040 Masterplan

The Design Guidelines and Development Parameters developed for the Masterplan includes 
the following requirements for each component related to Architectural Language:

 > Articulate the building facade so that it compliments and responds to the 
surrounding development and urban context.

 > Develop a new building language that conveys and expresses its contemporary 
learning use.

 > Develop a new building facade that responds to its environmental conditions, 
maximises natural light and ventilation, and minimises its energy consumption.

 > Utilise quality materials and finishes that compliment the school and the surrounding 
context.

The new Wilkinson House has been designed in accordance with the Design Guidelines 
and Development Parameters.  The building incorporates high quality materials, including 
sandstone and masonry, that relate to the St Peters Street precinct. The eastern facade 
incorporates vertical slot windows to increase privacy to neighbours while maintaining 
natural light and ventilation to learning spaces.  The northern facade incorporates large 
areas of glass, maximising natural light and views, set behind vertical blades that relate to 
the adjacent Joan Freeman building fenestration.

The Development Application for the Administration Building and Multi-Purpose Building 
is for the building envelope and the architectural language and use of materials will be 
developed in the future detailed Development Applications in accordance with the Design 
Guidelines and Development Parameters.

Whilst the Development Application for the Administration Building and Multi-Purpose 
Building is for the building envelope, the application includes artist impressions of how both 
these buildings and their architectural language could be developed in response to their 
context:

 > The Administration Building includes some sandstone and blade elements, 
introducing a high quality material at the entry to the school and consistency with 
Wilkinson House.  The ground floor and upper levels include large areas of glass to 
provide a welcoming entry and activation of the street.

 > The Multi-Purpose Building uses a two storey street wall height and uses 
fenestration and materials that relate to the adjacent terrace houses.  The building 
steps back above this with a simpler fenestration and blade elements.


